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	The School of History: Athens in the Age of Socrates, 9780520215573 (0520215575), University of California Press, 2000
History, political philosophy, and constitutional law were born in Athens in the space of a single generation--the generation that lived through the Peloponnesian War (431-404 b.c.e.). This remarkable age produced such luminaries as Socrates, Herodotus, Thucydides, Sophocles, Euripides, Aristophanes, and the sophists, and set the stage for the education and early careers of Plato and Xenophon, among others. The School of History provides the fullest and most detailed intellectual and political history available of Athens during the late fifth century b.c.e., as it examines the background, the context, and the decisive events shaping this society in the throes of war. This expansive, readable narrative ultimately leads to a new understanding of Athenian democratic culture, showing why and how it yielded such extraordinary intellectual productivity.

As both a source and a subject, Thucydides' history of the Peloponnesian War is the central text around which the narrative and thematic issues of the book revolve. Munn re-evaluates the formation of the Greek historiographical tradition itself as he identifies the conditions that prompted Thucydides to write--specifically the historian's desire to guide the Athenian democracy as it struggled to comprehend its future.

The School of History fully encompasses recent scholarship in history, literature, and archaeology. Munn's impressive mastery of the huge number of sources and publications informs his substantial contributions to our understanding of this democracy transformed by war. Immersing us fully in the intellectual foment of Athenian society, The School of History traces the history of Athens at the peak of its influence, both as a political and military power in its own time and as a source of intellectual inspiration for the centuries to come.
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Adobe Illustrator CS5 Classroom in a BookAdobe Press, 2010

	Creative professionals seeking the fastest, easiest, most comprehensive way to learn Adobe Illustrator CS5 choose Adobe Illustrator CS5 Classroom in a Book from the Adobe Creative Team at Adobe Press. The 15 project-based lessons in this book show readers step-by-step the key techniques for working in Illustrator CS5.
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Digital Media LawJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	In a world where anyone can become a media producer, everyone should know something about media law – both to protect their own rights and to avoid violating the rights of others.  Digital Media Law is the first media law text to respond to digitalization and globalization--the two most significant agents of change in the...


		

Vander's Renal Physiology, 7th Edition (LANGE Physiology Series)McGraw-Hill, 2009
The structure, function, and pathologies of the human kidney - simplified and explained
Written in a concise, conversational style this trusted text reviews the fundamental principles of renal physiology that are essential for an understanding of clinical medicine.     Combining the latest research with a fully integrated...





	

Cloud Computing for Enterprise Architectures (Computer Communications and Networks)Springer, 2011

	Cloud Computing is emerging as a pervasive and consumer-driven utility that is attracting great interest from entrepreneurs, innovators and technology evangelists, as well as the ‘connected’ public at large. The shift from a focus upon IT, to a more assertive focus upon business, further strengthens the case for cloud adoption,...


		

Nanocomputers and Swarm IntelligenceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
“We need men who can dream of things that never were.” It is this sentence spoken by John Fitzgerald Kennedy in 1963 which has undoubtedly influenced my industrial career. Whether it be everyday electronics for the general public, or the components industry or even the world of video and imagery, the technological innovations which...


		

Applied ADO.NET: Building Data-Driven SolutionsApress, 2003
Applied ADO.NET: Building Data-Driven Solutions provides extensive  coverage of ADO.NET technology including ADO.NET internals, namespaces, classes,  and interfaces. Where most books cover only SQL and OLE DB data providers,  Mahesh Chand and David Talbot cover SQL, OLE DB, ODBC data providers and the  latest additions to ADO.NET:...
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